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20 YEARS OF THE PARAGUAYAN ARBITRATION ACT:  EIGHT CASES THAT

HELPED SHAPE AN EVER-EVOLVING FIELD IN PARAGUAY 

by Raul Pereira 

I. INTRODUCTION

The regulation of arbitration in Paraguay can be traced back to the 19th century.  

It was recognized by the 1883 Code of Civil Procedure.1  Later, with the enactment of 

a new code of civil procedure in 1988, a complete chapter was dedicated to 

arbitration, regulating all aspects of the field, from the purpose of arbitration all the 

way to the issuance of the final award, including the constitution of the tribunal, 

arbitration costs, and annulment proceedings.2  The Code for Judicial Organization 

of 1981 (still in force), also recognized arbitration as equivalent to a judicial process.3  

Then, in 1992, the current Paraguayan Constitution recognized the institution of 

arbitration as part of the legal system.4 

In the international aspect, Paraguay incorporates into its legislative framework 

the main international arbitration conventions and treaties, such as the New York 

Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards5 (“New 

York Convention”), the Inter-American Convention on International Commercial 

Arbitration (“Panama Convention”), 6  the Inter-American Convention on 

Extraterritorial Validity of Foreign Judgments and Arbitral Awards (“Montevideo 

1  JOSÉ A. MORENO R., ARBITRAJE COMERCIAL Y DE INVERSIONES 17 (2019). 
2  Code of Civil Procedure, Chapter V, arts. 774–835 (Para.).  
3   Code of Judicial Organization, art. 2 (Para.) (“The Judicial Branch shall be exercised by:  …The 

arbitrators and arbiter judges…”). 
4  Paraguayan Constitution, art. 248. 
5  Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards (“New York Convention”), 

June 10, 1958, 330 U.N.T.S. 38, 7 I.L.M. 1046; Law No. 948/1996 (Para.). 
6  Inter-American Convention on International Commercial Arbitration (“Panama Convention”), Jan. 30, 

1975, T.I.A.S. No. 90-1027, O.A.S.T.S. No. 42, 1438 U.N.T.S. 245. 

This article is from ITA in Review, Volume 4, Issue 3.
The Center for American and International Law d/b/a The Institute for 
Transnational Arbitration © 2023 – www.caillaw.org. All rights reserved.
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Convention”), 7  and the Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes 

Between States and Nationals of Other States8 (“ICSID Convention”). 

In the 1990’s, Paraguay was a young new democratic nation, having just overcome 

a 34-year long dictatorship that caused social and economic damages that are felt to 

this day.  Paraguay was eager to come back and integrate itself into the democratic, 

globalized world.  It enacted a new constitution in 1992 that, as indicated, recognized 

the validity of arbitral decisions and, more importantly, effected the integration of the 

Paraguayan nation into the international community.9 

Seeing the important role international arbitration played in the development of 

international commerce, providing for a truly neutral, expert, efficient, and peaceful 

dispute resolution mechanism, on April 24, 2002, the Paraguayan Executive Branch 

enacted Law No. 1879/2002 “On Arbitration and Mediation” (“Arbitration Act”), 10 

giving arbitration in Paraguay an independent legal framework. 11   But more 

importantly, the Arbitration Act is almost a verbatim adoption of the UNCITRAL 

Model Law on International Commercial Arbitration (“Model Law”), except for minor 

differences in wording and style.  

In this context, the Arbitration Act came to modernize the arbitration process 

within Paraguay, which before it, was unfit for international procedures and, 

therefore, made Paraguay an unfriendly jurisdiction for arbitration.  In the words of 

 
7  Inter-American Convention on Extraterritorial Validity of Foreign Judgments and Arbitral Awards 

(“Montevideo Convention”), May 8, 1979, O.A.S.T.S. No. 51, 1439 U.N.T.S. 90. 
8  Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals of Other States 

(“ICSID Convention”), Mar. 18, 1965, 17 U.S.T. 1270, T.I.A.S. No. 6090, 575 U.N.T.S. 159. 
9  Paraguayan Constitution, art. 1. 
10 De Arbitraje y Mediacion (“Arbitration Act”), L. 1879/02, abril 24, 2002 (Para.). 
11  This independent legal framework for arbitration was recognized several times by the Paraguayan 

courts:  EDUCPA v. Rosario del Pilar López, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and 
Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, abril 7, 2014, No. 150 (Para.); Taller RC de 
Crispín Ruffinelli v. Secretaría Nacional del Ambiente (SEAM), Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y 
Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, junio 6, 2018, No. 49 
(Para.); Consorcio Parxin v. Municipalidad de Asunción, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial 
[Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, noviembre 17, 2021, No. 140 (Para.); 
OTTONELLI S.A. v. Estado Paraguayo, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and 
Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Segunda Sala, diciembre 13, 2021, No. 111 (Para.); C. L. P. v. 
Fundación TESAI, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal 
of Asunción], Primera Sala, diciembre 22, 2017, No. 85 (Para.). 
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the Asunción Court of Appeals, the Arbitration Act gives “greater validity and legal 

certainty to arbitration, providing it with its own regulatory framework and thus 

avoiding confusion with the regulation of proceedings before the ordinary courts.”12  

This is a view that has been constantly upheld by different Paraguayan courts, 

establishing the country as an arbitration friendly jurisdiction.   

The year 2022 marks the 20th anniversary of the enactment of the Arbitration Act, 

and to celebrate it, nothing is better than to analyze some of the cases that helped 

shape—for better or for worse—the field of international arbitration in Paraguay.  

These cases addressed important issues, such as the arbitrability of corruption 

allegations, the valid grounds for setting aside an arbitral award, the standard of 

review of arbitration clauses, and even the powers enjoyed by the arbitrators in 

conducting the arbitral proceedings. 

II. THE CASES THAT HELPED SHAPE THE EVER-EVOLVING FIELD OF 
ARBITRATION IN PARAGUAY 

A. Carlos Martinez v. Finlatina:  Separability and Autonomy of the Arbitration 
Clause 

The Carlos Martinez v. Finlatina13 case touched upon an issue considered one of 

arbitration’s conceptual and practical cornerstones:  the presumption that an 

arbitration agreement is separable and independent from the underlying contract.14 

In the case at hand, the parties had entered into a trust agreement that contained 

an arbitration clause.  Claimant sought to annul the entire agreement filing a claim in 

ordinary courts.  Respondent challenged the ordinary courts’ jurisdiction, arguing 

that the trust agreement contained an arbitration clause. 

The ordinary courts sided with respondent and dismissed claimant’s claims.  On 

appeal, claimant argued that the trust agreement was a standard form contract and 

that it was contradictory for an arbitral tribunal to rule on the validity of the same 

 
12  Consorcio Parxin v. Municipalidad de Asunción, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil 

and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, noviembre 17, 2021, No. 140 (Para.). 
13  Carlos Alberto Martínez Velázquez v. Finlatina S.A. de Finanzas, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y 

Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Segunda Sala, junio 9, 2018, No. 366 
(Para.). 

14  GARY BORN, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 376 (Kluwer Law International, 3rd ed. 2021). 
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agreement that contained the arbitration clause on which the tribunal based its 

jurisdiction. 

The court of appeals rejected claimant’s arguments.  The court indicated that both 

scholars and case law acknowledge that the arbitration clause is an independent 

contract within the main agreement, that it does not loses its validity even if the 

arbitral tribunal decides that the underlying contract is invalid. 

A more recent case confirmed the reasoning in Carlos Martinez v. Finlatina.  In 

MUVH v. Carlos Ughelli, 15 claimant sought to set aside an arbitral award arguing, 

among other things, that the arbitration clause was valid only during the performance 

of the underlying contract and that, since the contract was terminated, the 

arbitration clause followed the same fate. 

The court of appeals indicated that claimant’s argument was fundamentally 

flawed because, pursuant to the well-established separability doctrine, the effect of 

the underlying contract’s termination does not extend to the arbitration clause 

contained therein. 

As indicated above, the separability doctrine lies at the very core of international 

arbitration and, while it is expressly recognized in article 19 of the Arbitration Act, its 

development and interpretation by ordinary courts is just as important. 

B. EDUPCA v. Rosario del Pilar Lopez:  Validity of Arbitration Clauses and the 
Negative Effect of the Kompetenz-Kompetenz Principle 

In EDUCPA v. Rosario del Pilar López, the issue revolved around a contract 

containing two contradictory clauses:  on the one hand, an arbitration clause and on 

the other hand, a choice of forum clause providing for the jurisdiction of the courts 

of Asunción.  When EDUCPA commenced court proceedings, Rosario del Pilar 

objected to the court’s jurisdiction based in the arbitration clause contained in the 

underlying contract. 

 
15  MUVH v. Carlos Ughelli, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of 

Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, julio 4, 2022, No. 35 (Para.). 
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The court of first instance rejected this objection.  On appeal, the Court of Appeal 

of Asunción stated that article 19 of the Arbitration Act, 16  which establishes the 

kompetenz-kompetenz principle, contains the rule that the arbitrators may decide 

“any objections with respect to the existence or validity of the arbitration agreement 

and that, therefore, the judge must immediately decline its competence before the 

existence of an arbitration agreement.”17  

Moreover, in defining the kompetenz-kompetenz principle, the court relied in the 

doctrine that recognizes the negative effect of said principle, indicating that “[t]he 

negative effect of the principle allows ordinary courts to limit their review to a prima 

face determination of the existence and validity of the arbitration agreement so that 

the arbitrators be the first to examine their competence and later, the ordinary courts 

may exercise their control with the annulment or enforcement of the award.”18  

However, the court added that article 19 of the Arbitration Act must be 

interpreted in accordance with the entire text of the law, particularly, article 11 of the 

Arbitration Act, the sources of which are article II(3) of the New York Convention and 

article 8 of the Model Law, which establish that “[a] Judge before which an action is 

brought in a matter which is the subject of an arbitration agreement shall, if a party 

so requests not later than when submitting his first statement on the substance of 

the dispute, refer the parties to arbitration, unless it finds that the agreement is null 

and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed.”19 

Here, the court had an opportunity to analyze whether the exception “unless it 

finds that the agreement is null and void, inoperative or incapable of being performed” 

should be subject to a prima face or a complete (de novo) analysis. However, it simply 

stated that article 11 empowers the judge “to rule on the existence of an arbitration 

 
16  Article 19 of the Arbitration Act has its source on article 16 of the Model Law. 
17  EDUCPA v. Rosario del Pilar López, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial 

Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, abril 7, 2014, No. 150 (Para.).  

18  Id., citing to Yas Banifatemi and Emanuel Gaillard, Negative effect of Competence-Competence:  The 
rule of priority in favour of the arbitrators, in ENFORCEMENT OF ARBITRATION AGREEMENTS AND INTERNATIONAL 

ARBITRAL AWARDS:  THE NEW YORK CONVENTION IN PRACTICE 257 (Gaillard, et al., eds. 2008). 
19  Article 11 of the Arbitration Act 
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agreement without impairing the principle of kompetenz-kompetenz” and that such 

principle: 

[I]s limited to conferring jurisdiction to the arbitral tribunal in order to decide 
on its own jurisdiction—including the validity of the arbitration clause itself—
when the parties have brought their dispute directly before it; however, if the 
matter is brought first before the courts, the court seized may also decide, in the 
first instance, on the existence and validity of the arbitration agreement….20 

It is true that in this case the court was faced with a clearly pathological clause.21  

However, it is worth noting that this interpretation of article 11 of the Arbitration Act 

greatly undermines the effectiveness of an arbitration clause, because it allows 

ordinary courts to take jurisdiction over disputes regarding the existence or validity 

of an arbitration clause simply by the fact that it was seized first.  That is, a party not 

satisfied with a valid arbitration clause may go directly to court as soon as it realizes 

that its dispute can no longer be resolved directly with its counterparty and before 

an arbitration is initiated.22  

In this context, under this interpretation, courts would make a complete or de 

novo examination to analyze the validity, existence, or efficacy of arbitration 

agreements before the arbitrators can do it.  In a recent case, the Paraguayan Court 

of Appeals, Sixth Chamber, appears to have adopted the same standard as in EDUCPA.  

Again, the court recognized the negative effect of the kompetenz-kompetenz 

principle, however, in examining whether to compel the parties to arbitration, the 

court embarked on a full review of whether the disputed matter was capable of being 

submitted to arbitration.23 

Unfortunately, this only reveals a lack of expertise in the field of arbitration on the 

part of judges, since they incur in an unacceptable contradiction when they recognize 

the negative effect of the kompetenz-kompetenz principle and at the same time adopt 

 
20  EDUCPA, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of 

Asunción], Tercera Sala, abril 7, 2014, No. 150 (emphasis added).  
21  GARY B. BORN, INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION: LAW AND PRACTICE 77 (Kluwer International, 3rd ed. 2021). 
22  This comment refers only to the reasoning used by the court to decide on the standard of review of 

the arbitration clause, and not on its decision as to whether the arbitration clause was valid. 
23  B. G., E. R. v. O. M., L. C., Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of 

Appeal of Asunción], Sexta Sala, noviembre 9, 2021, No. 718 (Para.). 
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a full review of the validity, existence, or efficacy of arbitration agreements before the 

arbitrators can do it. 

C. Gunder v. Kia Motors:  the Seat of the Arbitration in Agency and Distribution-
Related Arbitrations 

The tension between party autonomy and public order in international arbitration 

is well known, affecting issues such as arbitrability, the arbitral procedure itself, 

recognition and enforcement, and annulment of awards. 24   Paraguay is not an 

exception to these issues. 

Notably, one of the main issues relating to international arbitration and public 

order revolves around one of the main features of international arbitration, which is 

the possibility of choosing the seat of the arbitral proceedings. 

This is the case of Law 194/93, which regulates distribution, agency, and 

representation contracts between a foreign manufacturer or service provider, and a 

Paraguayan company (“Distribution Law”).25  This law is recognized as being of public 

order,26 meaning their provisions cannot be waived by the parties.  Article 10 of the 

Distribution Law contains a dispute resolution provision, stating that: 

Parties shall submit to the competence of the Republic’s Tribunals.  Parties 
may settle or submit to arbitration any matter of patrimonial origin before or 
after the claim has been filed in the ordinary courts, regardless of its status, 
provided that a final and enforceable judgment has not been rendered. 

In 2006, the Paraguayan Supreme Court of Justice (“CSJ”) gave an interpretation 

of article 10 of the Distribution Law that influences courts and tribunals to this date.  

 
24  JOSÉ ANTONIO MORENO RODRIGUEZ, DERECHO APLICABLE Y ARBITRAJE INTERNACIONAL 455, 456 (Aranzadi, 2014). 
25  Que se Establece el Régimen Legal de las Relaciones Contractuales Entre Fabricantes y Firmas del 

Exterior y Personas Físicas o Jurídicas Domiciliadas en el Paraguay (“Distribution Law”), L. 194/93, 
julio 6, 1993 (Para.). 

26  Id., art. 9:  “Parties may freely govern their rights through contracts, subject to the provisions of the 
Civil Code, but in no way may they waive the rights established in this law.”; Alejandro Piera and 
Wilfrido Fernández, Aspectos resaltantes de la peculiar Ley 194, que regula las relaciones contractuales 
entre firmas del exterior y sus representantes, agentes y distribuidores en el Paraguay, LA LEY PARAGUAYA 
(2004) (LLP 2004), PY/DOC/17/2004; Electra Amambay SRL v. Compañía Antártica Paulista Ind. 
Brasileira de Bebidas, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of Paraguay], 
noviembre 12, 2001, No. 827; Fortaleza Import Export S.A. v. Petrobras Distribuidora S.A., Juzgado de 
Primera Instancia en lo Civil y Comercial del Séptimo Turno de Asunción [Civil and Commercial 
Seventh Court of Asunción],, agosto 14, 2008, No. 631 (Para.); Distriware S.R.L. v. Dart Argentina S.A., 
Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], 
Quinta Sala, junio 19, 2003, No. 84 (Para.). 
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In the case Gunder v. Kia Motors,27 the CSJ decided a constitutional challenge against 

an appealed court decision that confirmed the lack of jurisdiction of the ordinary 

courts based on the arbitration clause included in a distribution contract providing 

for arbitration in Seoul. 

In its decision, the CSJ concluded that, although the Distribution Law recognizes 

the parties’ right to agree to arbitration, “this does not imply that arbitration can be 

seated outside the territorial jurisdiction of the Republic” and, consequently, declared 

the decision of the appeals court arbitrary.28 

This reasoning was based mainly on the public order nature of the Distribution 

Law, and the first part of article 10, which states that the parties must submit to the 

territorial jurisdiction of the courts of Paraguay.  The CSJ also supported its reasoning 

stating that the provision “constitutes a guarantee for the parties so that the dispute 

be heard in the place of performance of the contract.”29 

This reasoning is certainly surprising.  First, while it is true that the provisions of 

the Distribution Law—including article 10—are considered of public order, the choice 

of a seat outside Paraguay would hardly imply a violation of Paraguayan public order 

or of article 10 of the Distribution Law.  Under Paraguayan law, proving a public order 

violation requires a high standard, such as the “manifest violation of the legal and 

economic system” and the “infringement of the most basic and fundamental 

principles of justice, morality and good customs.” 30   Therefore, choosing a seat 

outside of Paraguay could hardly qualify as an infringement of the most fundamental 

principles of justice and morality. 

Second, and more importantly, both the New York Convention and the Arbitration 

Act were ratified and enacted, respectively, after the Distribution Law and they both 

 
27  Gunder SCSA v. Kia Motores Corporation, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of 

Paraguay], mayo 25, 2006, No. 285. 
28  Id. 
29  Id.  This reasoning was provided in a previous case:  Electra Amambay SRL v. Compañía Antártica 

Paulista Ind. Brasileira de Bebidas, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of 
Paraguay], noviembre 12, 2001, No. 827. 

30  Taller RC de Crispín Ruffinelli, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial 
Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, junio 6, 2018, No. 49. 
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constitute special laws regulating arbitration in Paraguay.  Therefore, under general 

principles of legislative interpretation, the rules of the New York Convention and the 

Arbitration Act providing for no limitation regarding the seat of the arbitration, 

should prevail. 

In fact, the dissenting opinion in Gunder v. Kia correctly stated: 

[F]rom the moment Paraguay approved the New York Convention, all 
territorial limitations were repealed, because the meaning and intention of 
arbitration precisely grant the choice of arbitral tribunals in any seat, thus 
admitting international arbitration.  Likewise, in accordance with Law 
1879/2002 “On Arbitration and Mediation” in its articles 22 and 23 grants the 
parties the power to agree on the procedure and place of arbitration […] 

More recently, authors have argued that the strict jurisdictional and legal 

limitations imposed by the Distribution Law may also be overcome through the 

application of another MERCOSUR agreement,31 namely, the Mercosur Agreement on 

International Commercial Arbitration (“Mercosur Agreement”),32 ratified by Paraguay 

in 2008.33  In this context, first, article 3(d) of the Mercosur Agreement establishes it 

is applicable when the contract has some “objective contact” with a MERCOSUR 

member State, like Paraguay, which would be the case of distribution contracts ruled 

by the Distribution Law.  Then, article 10 establishes that parties are free to choose 

the applicable law to their controversy.34   

Applying the principle of Constitutional Supremacy, enshrined in article 13735 of 

the Paraguayan Constitution, authors argue that the Mercosur Agreement 

supersedes the Distribution Law and, therefore, its more favorable provisions must 

apply.  As such, under the Mercosur Agreement, it is argued that parties to an 

 
31  Federico Silva, Arbitraje Internacional Mercosur. Un Posible Escape a la Ley 194/93, 45(4) REVISTA 

JURÍDICA LA LEY PARAGUAY 2617 (2021). 
32 Acuerdo sobre Arbitraje Comercial Internacional del Mercosur, adopted through Decision CMC 3/98. 
33   Que Aprueba el Acuerdo Sobre Arbitraje Comercial Internacional del MERCOSUR (“Mercosur 

Agreement”), L. 3303/2007, septiembre 11, 2007 (Para.) 
34  Silva, supra note 31, at 2620. 
35  Paraguayan Constitution, art. 137:  “The supreme law of the Republic is the Constitution. This, the 

treaties, conventions, and international agreements approved and ratified, the laws enacted by 
Congress and other legal provisions of lower hierarchy, sanctioned accordingly, integrate the national 
positive law in the order of hierarchy set forth above.” 
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international distribution contract may choose an applicable law different than Law 

194.36  

D. Taller RC v. SEAM: arbitrability of corruption issues and the concept of “public 
policy” 

In the modern era of international arbitration, many times arbitrators 

encountered themselves having to rule on corruption allegations.  It goes without 

saying that all started in 1963, when Judge Gunnar Lagergren arbitrated ICC Case No. 

1110, which arose from an agreement that established the payment of bribes to obtain 

a governmental contract.37   

Since then, a number of arbitral tribunals have been confronted with allegations 

of corruption and decided upon the issue.38  Indeed, the arbitrators’ powers to rule 

on issues of corruption is relatively settled in the international arbitration 

community.39 

However, the decision in Taller RC v. SEAM was an important development for 

arbitration in Paraguay, considering the scarce jurisprudence related to recognition, 

enforcement, and setting aside of arbitral awards. 

In said case, the Appeals Court of Asunción, Third Chamber (the “Court”), decided 

an annulment application, recognizing that issues of illegality and corruption are 

arbitrable, as long as such decision does not imply the imposition of sanctions that 

are reserved exclusively to local criminal courts.40 

The case involved a contract between Taller RC and the Paraguayan 

Environmental Secretariat or “SEAM,”41 for the provision of maintenance and repair 

 
36  Silva, supra note 31, at 2620. 
37  ICC Case No. 1110 (1963). 
38  Westinghouse v. National Power Corporation and the Republic of Philippines, ICC Case No. 6401; 

Frontier AG v. Thomson CSF, ICC Case No. 7664; ICC Case 3913; ICC Case No. 3916. 
39  See NIGEL BLACKABY, CONSTANTINE PARTASIDES, ET AL., REDFERN AND HUNTER ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION 

120 (Oxford University Press, 2016); JULIAN D.M. LEW, LOUKAS A. MISTELIS AND STEPHAN M. KROLL, 
COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION 210, 215 (Kluwer Law International, 2003). 

40  Taller RC v. Secretaría Nacional del Ambiente, Decision No. 49 (Appeals Ct. of Asunción, June 6, 2018). 
41  Since then, the SEAM became the Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development (“MADES” 

for its acronym in Spanish). 
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services of SEAM’s vehicles.  Taller RC initiated arbitration after SEAM failed to pay 

several invoices for works performed under the contract.  The sole arbitrator ruled 

in favor of Taller RC, prompting SEAM to apply for the set aside of the award. 

SEAM based its annulment application on article 40(b) of the Arbitration Act, 

which is based on article 34(b) of the Model Law and article V(2) of the New York 

Convention.  SEAM argued that the controversy was not capable of being settled by 

arbitration under Paraguayan law and therefore, the award was contrary to public 

policy.  SEAM’s main argument was that the Prosecutor’s Office needed to participate 

in the arbitration because a corruption and illegality complaint had been filed in 

relation to the contract which could result in criminal sanctions against the 

implicated officers. 

Taller RC, on its part, argued that the claim before the arbitrator concerned a 

breach of contract, a subject matter that is arbitrable under the Arbitration Act.  Taller 

RC also added that the claim did not seek a criminal penalty for SEAM, but only the 

payment of the outstanding invoices. 

As such, the Court delimited its analysis on both of SEAM’s arguments, namely 

whether (a) the dispute was arbitrable given an alleged necessary participation of the 

Prosecutor’s Office; and (b) the award was contrary to public policy. 

Regarding the first issue, the Court reasoned that, while there was an open 

criminal cause for irregularities in the performance of the contract between Taller 

RC and SEAM, such allegation of illegality did not “in itself deprive the arbitral tribunal 

of jurisdiction.  On the contrary, it is generally held that the arbitral tribunal is entitled 

to hear the arguments and receive evidence, and to determine for itself the question 

of illegality.”  

Moreover, the Court added that, “if in the course of an arbitration an allegation of 

corruption is made in clear terms, the arbitral tribunal has a clear duty to take it into 

consideration and decide whether it has been sufficiently proven or not.” 

In this sense, the Court recognized a clear power of arbitrators to pursue the 

analysis of corruption allegations brought before them, irrespective of whether there 

is an ongoing criminal investigation pending resolution. 
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The Court concluded that the SEAM did not prove its allegation that the claim was 

not arbitrable because its only evidence on this matter was a memo from its 

Anticorruption Office recommending SEAM’s Minister to order an administrative 

investigation against the officers involved in the corruption allegations. 

The Court then took the opportunity to clarify certain issues.  First, it indicated 

that the fact that a criminal investigation was ongoing did not mean that the 

Prosecutor’s Office needs to participate in the arbitration, because in the criminal 

case, the Prosecutor has an active role, as plaintiff, whose main interest is the 

investigation and punishment of the crime.  On the contrary, the claim submitted to 

arbitration was for the breach of a contract.  Second, the Court addressed the 

administrative nature of the contract, explaining that no specific or ex-post laws 

prevented or limited the arbitrability of disputes arising from its performance. 

On the second issue, the Court clarified that while each State may have its 

definition of “public policy,” the story is different with arbitration, which is an 

“institution that develops from the autonomy of the parties with a transnational 

framework.”  As such, the Court adopted the definition of international or 

transnational public policy from ILA’s interim report on the topic of public policy as a 

bar to enforcement of international arbitral awards, which states that such concept, 

of universal application, comprises “fundamental rules of natural law, principles of 

universal justice, jus cogens in public international law, and the general principles of 

morality accepted by what are referred to as “civilized nations.”42 

Under this premise, the Court explained that issues of corruption certainly raise 

questions of public policy, but such questions relate to the criminal and disciplinary 

consequences of corrupt actions, and not to the performance of the contract.  Thus, 

since SEAM neither proved that there was a flagrant violation of the judicial and 

economic system, nor that the arbitration process violated the most basic and 

fundamental principles of justice, morality, and customs, and that the dispute was 

 
42  Audley William Sheppard, Interim ILA Report on Public Policy as a Bar to Enforcement of International 

Arbitral Awards, 19 ARB. INT’L 217, 220 (Oxford University Press, 2003). 
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arbitrable pursuant to the Arbitration Act, the request to set aside the arbitral award 

was denied. 

As indicated above, the issue of the arbitrators’ powers to decide on issues of 

illegality and corruption in the execution and performance of a contract is relatively 

settled in the field of international arbitration; however, for a country in which 

arbitration is still developing, this decision was certainly welcomed.  

The Court made a clear distinction as to which matters pertaining to illegality and 

corruption are for national courts, and which ones can be decided by the arbitrators, 

that is, are arbitrable.  This is in line with the modern approach based on the 

separability principle, according to which an arbitration clause, even though included 

in, and related to an underlying contract, is a separate and autonomous agreement.43 

As such, a claim that the contract is invalid because it was procured by corrupt 

means, does not invalidate the arbitration clause contained in it, it only means that 

arbitrators can hear arguments and admit evidence to determine such questions of 

illegality and corruption underlying the contract. 

The reasoning on the issue of public policy violation is also welcomed, since it 

provides for a standard that can be applied in future cases of annulment and 

enforcement before Paraguayan courts.  As is well known by arbitration practitioners, 

the issue of setting aside and denial of enforcement on the grounds of public policy 

violation is always a tricky one.  Each State may have its own definition and clarifying 

the standard of proof gives more security to practitioners that choose Paraguay as 

their seat.  It is worth mentioning that in a more recent case, this same Court 

confirmed the high standard applicable to determine whether and arbitral award 

violated public policy.44 

 
43  EMMANUEL GAILLARD AND JOHN SAVAGE (EDS.), FOUCHARD GAILLARD GOLDMAN ON INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL 

ARBITRATION 197 (Kluwer Law International, 1999); BORN, supra note 24, at 432. 
44   Consorcio Chaco Boreal v. Estado Paraguayo (Servicio de Saneamiento Ambiental), Tribunal de 

Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, 
marzo 16, 2022, No. 13. 
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E. Grupo Villalba Piñeiro v. Secretaría Nacional del Deporte:  Arbitrators’ Broad 
Powers 

The flexibility and discretionary powers of the arbitrators are a main feature of 

international arbitration.  Contained in article 19(2) of the UNCITRAL Model Law45 

and in many of the main international arbitration rules,46 the arbitrators’ powers to 

conduct the arbitral procedure as they consider appropriate, but always treating the 

parties with equality, is settled law.  

This principle was confirmed by the Asunción Civil and Commercial Court of 

Appeals, Fifth Chamber (“Fifth Chamber”) in the case Grupo Villalba Piñeiro v. Estado 

Paraguayo.47  There, the Fifth Chamber highlighted the arbitrators’ broad discretion 

to conduct the arbitration, specifically in relation to the admissibility of evidence.  The 

decision also reaffirmed the already established criterion of avoiding analyzing the 

merits of the arbitral award. 

Going to the core of the case, in Grupo Villalba Piñeiro v. Estado Paraguayo, 

claimant requested the annulment of the arbitral award arguing that the arbitral 

tribunal admitted the production of certain evidence after the expiration of the 

evidentiary period set by the tribunal itself, which, in its opinion, violated its 

constitutional right to defense at trial. In particular, the evidence admitted was a 

report of the Comptroller General of the Republic and testimonial evidence. 

In its reasoning, the Fifth Chamber first recalled that under art. 40 of the 

Arbitration Act, the grounds for challenging an arbitral award are limited and narrow 

and are based on the Model Law.  Bearing this in mind, the Fifth Chamber stated that 

there was no such defenselessness argued by claimant because the arbitrators 

considered and analyzed every claim and evidence produced.  Particularly, the Fifth 

 
45  Model Law, article 19(2):  “…the arbitral tribunal may, subject to the provisions of this Law, conduct 

the arbitration in such manner as it considers appropriate.  The power conferred upon the arbitral 
tribunal includes the power to determine the admissibility, relevance, materiality and weight of any 
evidence.” 

46  UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules (2021), art. 17; SCC Arbitration Rules (2017), art. 23; ICC Arbitration Rules 
(2021), art. 22; LCIA Arbitration Rules (2020), art. 14.5.   

47  Grupo Villalba Piñeiro v. Estado Paraguayo, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and 
Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Quinta Sala, enero 15, 2015, No. 01 (Para.). 
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Chamber ruled out that admitting evidence beyond the procedural limit violated the 

right to due process and went on to recognize the broad powers enjoyed by the 

arbitrators to conduct the proceedings.  

The Fifth Chamber confirmed that, from article 22 of the Arbitration Act (which is 

based on article 19 of the Model Law), “the broad discretionary powers of the 

arbitrators in evidentiary matters,” is inferred and therefore, “the admission of the 

evidence indicated is within the powers of the arbitrators.”  

The Fifth Chamber’s ruling is consistent with case law from foreign countries with 

a more consolidated jurisprudence (such as the United States or the United Kingdom) 

and with the opinion of scholars which, commenting on article 19 of the Model Law 

(which inspired article 22 of the Paraguayan law), supports the arbitrators’ broad 

powers to determine the procedure in the absence of an express agreement.48 

Moreover, although not expressly, the Fifth Chamber also confirmed that due 

process violations require a high standard under the Arbitration Act, giving 

arbitrators conducting proceedings seated in Paraguay the opportunity of avoiding 

the well-known “due process paranoia” that often affects arbitrators’ decisions 

regarding procedural matters.49 

The deference and respect towards the arbitrators’ decision regarding a 

procedural matter—such as the admission of evidence—was an important step for 

Paraguayan arbitration case law, which has been affected by procedural formalism in 

the past.  The ruling in Grupo Villalba Piñeiro v. Estado Paraguayo constituted a step 

in the right direction for Paraguay’s development as a pro-arbitration jurisdiction.  

In a more recent case, another court followed this same reasoning, confirming 

that arbitrators are not bound by the strict formalisms of the Paraguayan Code of 

 
48   PETER BINDER, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION AND MEDIATION IN UNCITRAL MODEL LAW 

JURISDICTIONS 337 (Kluwer Law International, 2019) (“…the importance of these provisions arises from 
their establishing procedural autonomy by granting the parties maximum freedom in the choice of 
their procedural rules and, failing such choice by the parties, by assigning the tribunal wide discretion 
on how to conduct the proceedings.”). 

49  See Klaus Peter Berger and J. Ole Jensen, Due Process Paranoia and the Procedural Judgment Rule:  a 
Safe Harbor for Procedural Management Decisions by International Arbitrators, 14 REVISTA BRASILEIRA DE 

ARBITRAGEM 73 (Kluwer Law International, 2017). 
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Civil Procedure—as are the judges of ordinary courts—and thus, it is sufficient that the 

arbitral award clearly settles the disputes and resolves the claims brought by the 

parties.50 

F. Ruiz Diaz Labrano v. Maximino Lazzarotto et al:  Arbitration Costs and the 
Nature of Arbitration Law as Lex Specialis 

As indicated at the beginning of this article, the Paraguayan Arbitration Act 

adopted the Model Law with minimal differences in wording and style.  One of these 

differences is the “costs” regime.  While the Model Law does not address this issue, 

the Arbitration Act has an express definition of costs, which does not, in principle, 

include the parties’ legal expenses.51 

However, despite the definition of costs contained in the Arbitration Act, many 

practitioners request the payment of their legal expenses as part of the arbitration 

costs, based on Law No. 1376/88, which regulates attorneys’ fees (“Fees Law”).  This 

generates a clear confusion as to which law should be applied when counsel judicially 

claims their legal fees for acting in an arbitration proceeding. 

In a decision from 2021, the Paraguayan Supreme Court of Justice had the 

opportunity to rule on this issue for the first time.  In its decision, the CSJ clarified 

that the fees of the lawyers participating in an arbitration are not part of the 

arbitration costs if there is no prior agreement (whether claimed before the arbitral 

tribunal or before the judiciary) and that the lawyers of the winning side can only 

claim payment from their clients.  The ruling also makes it clear that the procedural 

mechanisms for determining costs in lawsuits are not transferable to arbitration. 

The arbitration that gave rise to the decision had been conducted under the rules 

of the 2015 Paraguayan Arbitration and Mediation Center (“CAMP”), whose rules—

unlike other rules—did not include legal fees in their definition of costs.  

 
50  Consorcio Chaco Boreal, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of 

Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, marzo 16, 2022, No. 13. 
51  Arbitration Act, article 3. 
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Thus, in Ruiz Diaz Labrano v. Maximino Lazzarotto,52 counsel for the prevailing 

party (Ruiz Diaz Labrano or “RDL”) requested the regulation of his fees before the 

Paraguayan courts after the arbitration was terminated.  The arbitral tribunal had 

decided not to award professional fees, in the absence of an agreement of the parties.  

RDL argued in court that it was appropriate to grant its request for fee regulation 

under the decades-old regime for judicial proceedings of the Fees Law.  It alleged that 

articles 73(7)53 and 1154 of said law allowed judges to regulate arbitration fees and 

impose them to the losing party.  It added that the losing party in the arbitration 

should pay its fees under the general principle contemplated in the Paraguayan Code 

of Civil Procedure that the loser pays the expenses of its opponent.  The action was 

rejected at first instance, upheld on appeal, and finally rejected by the CSJ. 

In its decision, the CSJ first stated that attorneys' fees in an arbitration are not 

always part of the costs (as is the case in court proceedings).  This is because article 

3(c) of the Arbitration Act provides that attorneys' fees are part of the arbitration 

costs only “if the parties agreed to claim such cost during the arbitration 

proceedings....”  In this case, that had not been done, as it appeared from the award 

that noted “that there was no agreement on the claim of such cost in the arbitration 

clause, nor throughout the proceedings” and that therefore “the sentence in costs as 

pronounced [...] does not include the professional fees due to lack of agreement 

between the parties.”55  

The CSJ also made an important clarification, noting that since the Arbitration Act 

is a special and subsequent law to the Code of Civil Procedure and the Fees Law, the 

rule of the Arbitration Act must prevail.  Therefore, the CSJ concluded that, although 

 
52  Ruiz Diaz Labrano v. Maximino Lazzarotto et al, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme 

Court of Paraguay], marzo 8, 2021, No. 06. 
53  Arancel de Honorarios de Abogados y Procuradores (“Fees Law”), L. 1376/88, art. 73(7), diciembre 20, 

1988 (Para.):  “The following rates are hereby established for other professional activities:  […] 7.  In 
arbitration or amiable compositeurs’ proceedings, the professionals representing the parties shall 
receive fees equal to those established for contentious proceedings.” 

54  Fees Law, art. 11:  “The fixed fees entitle the professional to demand payment, at her option, from the 
party ordered to pay the fees or from her principal.” 

55  Ruiz Diaz Labrano, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of Paraguay], marzo 8, 
2021, No. 06. 
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the lack of settlement of fees in the arbitration did not prevent RDL from claiming his 

fees in court, this claim could only be against his client.  Not against the opposing 

party (as can be done when the fees are generated at trial and there is a ruling on 

costs).  In other words, the regulation established in the Code of Civil Procedure and 

the Fees Law does not apply to “make up for” neither the lack of agreement on the 

arbitration costs nor for the lack of a decision in the arbitration regarding costs.  It 

only applies for fixing the fees between the attorney and her client.  

This decision had relevant impact, because before it was issued, this was a 

frequently debated issue.  Another important aspect of the decision is the application 

of the Arbitration Act as a special law to resolve the case instead of resorting to 

procedural principles of the judicial process, which can happen from time to time in 

less sophisticated courts. 

G. Yvu Poty v. PABENSA:  Limited Grounds for Annulment 

It is settled in international arbitration case law that the annulment of an arbitral 

award can be made only on specified and limited grounds.56  This is also true in 

Paraguayan case law, with many decisions confirming that the annulment action 

against arbitral awards are not to be confused with the annulment action contained 

in the Paraguayan Code of Civil Procedure and, as such, an arbitral award can only be 

set aside on one or more of the limited grounds provided for in article 40 of the 

Arbitration Act,57 which is identical to article 34 of the Model Law. 

 
56  BORN, supra note 14, at 3447; Case C-126/97, Eco Swiss China Time Ltd. v. Benetton Int’l NV, 1999 

E.C.R. I-3055. 
57  Grupo Villalba Piñeiro, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of 

Appeal of Asunción], Quinta Sala, enero 15, 2015, No. 01; Taller RC de Crispín Ruffinelli, Tribunal de 
Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, 
junio 6, 2018, No. 49; IT Consultores Tecnología y Organización v. BBVA Paraguay S.A., Tribunal de 
Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Primera Sala, 
febrero 18, 2022, No. 14 (Para.); Estado Paraguayo – Ministerio de Urbanización, Vivienda y Hábitat 
(MUVH) v. Carlos Ughelli, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court 
of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, julio 4, 2022, No. 35 (Para.); Julio Galiano Morán v. Estado 
Paraguayo, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of 
Asunción], Tercera Sala, augusto 28, 2018, No. 79 (Para.). 
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However, more often than not, parties seeking to set aside an arbitral award seek 

to justify such action on grounds beyond those established in article 40 of the 

Arbitration Act. 

This was the case in Yvu Poty v. PABENSA.  Here, PABENSA sought to set aside the 

arbitral award arguing that the arbitral tribunal issued its award “in violation of 

constitutional principles and the provisions of the civil code” and the arbitral award 

was “unjust, reckless and deviates from the general principles of law, it makes a 

forced, illogical, and self-serving interpretation to favor Yvu Poty….”58 

The Appeals Court sided with PABENSA, indicating that the arbitrators failed to 

consider the evidence filed by the parties and that the award “incurs in 

inaccuracies” 59  and therefore, proceeded to set aside the arbitral award for 

arbitrariness.  Moreover, the Appeals Court based its decision not in the Arbitration 

Act, but in article 159(e) of the Code of Civil Proceedings, which contain rules for the 

issuing of judicial decisions. 

Yvu Poty then challenged the Appeals Court decision before the Constitutional 

Chamber of the Supreme Court, arguing that the Appeals Court decision was arbitrary 

for failing to apply the Arbitration Act, which is a special law applicable to arbitration. 

The Supreme Court indicated that the issue was “to determine whether the 

decision of the lower court was framed within the specific legal regime applicable to 

the annulment of arbitral awards; more specifically, if the grounds invoked by the 

lower court to justify its decision, are included in any of the hypotheses exhaustively 

foreseen as grounds for annulment in article 40 of the [Arbitration Act].”60 

Then, the Supreme Court went on to indicate that as a general principle, 

arbitration is governed by the principles of party-autonomy, non-recourse and 

finality of arbitral awards, “to avoid unnecessary and unjustified interference from 

the ordinary justice system, that conspire against its effectiveness as an alternative 

 
58  Yvu Poty v. PABENSA, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of 

Appeal of Asunción], Primera Sala, diciembre 29, 2016, No. 111 (Para.). 
59  Id. 
60  Yvu Poty v. PABENSA, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of Paraguay], marzo 

28, 2019, A.I No. 111. 
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method of dispute resolution”61 and that, precisely to protect these principles, the 

Arbitration Act provides a limited framework for the possibility of reviewing arbitral 

awards, which is limited only to annulment, but only in the event of the grounds 

strictly listed in the Arbitration Act. 

The Supreme Court also stressed the strict regime of annulment of arbitral 

awards, considering the exhaustive grounds listed in the Arbitration Act and thus, 

stating that any attempt to judge the reasoning or interpretation made by the 

arbitrators if off-limits. 

After this introduction, the Supreme Court reminded the seven grounds under 

which an arbitral award may be set aside:  

a) If a party to the arbitration agreement was under some incapacity, or said 

agreement is not valid under the law to which the parties have subjected it or, 

failing any indication thereon, under Paraguayan law; 

b) If the party making the application was not given proper notice of the 

appointment of an arbitrator or of the arbitral proceedings or was otherwise 

unable to present his case; 

c) If the award deals with a dispute not contemplated by or not falling within the 

terms of the submission to arbitration, or contains decisions on matters 

beyond the scope of the submission to arbitration; 

d) If the composition of the arbitral tribunal or the arbitral procedure was not in 

accordance with the agreement of the parties, unless such agreement was in 

conflict with a provision of the Arbitration Act from which the parties cannot 

derogate, or, failing such agreement, was not in accordance with this Law; 

e) If the court finds that the subject-matter of the dispute is not capable of 

settlement by arbitration under Paraguayan law; or 

 
61 Id. 
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f) If the court finds that the award is in conflict with Paraguayan or international 

public policy. 

With this background in mind, the Supreme Court observed that PABENSA’s 

challenge was directed to discrepancies around the arbitral tribunal’s interpretation 

of the facts and the evidence produced by the parties and, while the Appeals Court 

noted that PABENSA’s challenges were directed to the merits of the award, it still 

sought to analyze the arbitral award looking for a public order violation.  However, 

the Appeals Court annulment decision was based exclusively on inconsistencies and 

inaccuracies defects it found in the arbitral award. 

In this context, the Supreme Court explained that PABENSA’s challenges had to 

do with the arbitrators’ interpretation of contractual clauses and evidence produced 

during the arbitration, matters that where beyond the scope of powers granted to the 

Appeals Court when seized to decide on the annulment of an arbitral award.  In the 

words of the Supreme Court: 

[T]he Appeals Court for Civil and Commercial Matters, First Chamber, in 
issuing Decision No. 111 dated December 29, 2016, annulling Arbitral Award No. 
01/2016, as well as its rectification and clarification, has departed from the 
special rule applicable to the case—art. 40 of [the Arbitration Act]—which 
defines the specific grounds that authorize the annulment of the arbitral 
award, having exceeded its jurisdictional power of review granted to it by the 
special law, all of which authorizes its disqualification as a jurisdictional act for 
arbitrariness. 

As indicated above, the limited grounds for setting aside an arbitral award are well 

incorporated into the Paraguayan case law.  However, more often than not, we find 

ourselves with outliers such as this case, and for this reason, the decision of the 

Supreme Court is very much welcomed for the continuous development of the 

arbitration field in Paraguay, because it confirms that any attempt to set aside an 

arbitral award for grounds that are not provided for in article 40 of the Arbitration 

Act (which is lex specialis), is to be labeled as arbitrary and contrary to the best 

interests of Paraguayan arbitration law. 
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H. Consorcio Trinidad MM S.A., et al v. SENASA:  Constitutional Control of Arbitral 
Awards 

In 1989, Paraguay freed itself from the longest dictatorship in South America.62  As 

part of this new era, a new constitution was passed in 1992, one with provisions 

directed to strengthen the judiciary, economic and social rights, and fundamental 

human rights enshrined in different treaties. 

Within these new provisions were the express recognition of arbitration as a 

dispute resolution mechanism, but also the creation of constitutional remedies, such 

as the amparo action63 and the constitutionality challenge.64  The first is directed to 

protect fundamental rights from an act or omission which, because of its urgency, 

cannot be protected through ordinary means.  The second one, is directed to 

challenge legal rules and judicial decisions that violate the Paraguayan Constitution. 

Now, arbitration in Paraguay, as explained above, is governed by a special law, the 

Arbitration Act, which provides for an exclusive remedy against arbitral awards:  the 

annulment action provided for in article 40 of said law.  This is also the understanding 

of Paraguayan legal scholars in the field,65 and in many cases, appeals courts have 

repeated the formula that “the establishment of the annulment action as the only 

remedy to challenge arbitral awards […] is not a matter of chance or fortuitousness; 

it responds to the necessity of endowing arbitration with more strength and 

certainty….”66 

 
62  From 1954 to 1989, Paraguay was ruled by dictator Alfredo Stroessner. 
63  Paraguayan Constitution, art. 134. 
64  Paraguayan Constitution, art. 132. 
65  JOSÉ MORENO RODRIGUEZ, ARBITRAJE COMERCIAL Y DE INVERSIONES 46 (2019). 
66  Ottonelli S.A., Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of 

Asunción], Segunda Sala, diciembre 13, 2021, A.I  No. 111; see also, Taller RC de Crispín Ruffinelli, 
Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], 
Tercera Sala, junio 6, 2018, No. 46; IT Consultores Tecnología y Organización, Tribunal de Apelación en 
lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Primera Sala, febrero 18, 2022, 
No. 14; Estado Paraguayo – Ministerio de Urbanización, Vivienda y Hábitat (MUVH), Tribunal de 
Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, 
julio 4, 2022, No. 35; Julio Galiano Morán, Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y Comercial [Civil and 
Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Tercera Sala, augusto 28, 2018, No. 79. 
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However, in 2019, arguably for the first time, the constitutional chamber of the 

CSJ decided a constitutionality challenge against an arbitral award.  In Consorcio 

Trinidad v. SENASA,67 claimant challenged the arbitral award because the decision 

was not based in the applicable law and lacked proper reasoning and therefore, 

violated constitutional principles.  

In its reasoning, the CSJ first analyzed the text of article 132 of the Paraguayan 

Constitution, which established that “[t]he Supreme Court of Justice has the power 

to declare the unconstitutionality of legal norms and judicial resolutions in the 

manner and with the scope established in this Constitution and in the law.”68 

It also analyzed article 550 of the Code of Civil Procedure:  “[a]ny person injured 

in her legitimate rights by laws, decrees, regulations, municipal ordinances, 

resolutions, or other administrative acts that infringe, in their application, the 

principles of the Constitution, shall have the right to file an action of 

unconstitutionality before the Supreme Court of Justice.”69  

Following the text of both provisions, the Supreme Court understood that arbitral 

awards do not constitute any of the scenarios envisaged for the constitutionality 

challenge and, therefore, it could not be subject to such legal action.  Moreover, it 

stressed that the place where the remedy against arbitral awards can be found is the 

Arbitration Act and such a law clearly provides that annulment before the appeals 

court is the only remedy available against arbitral awards. 

The issue of constitutional control of arbitral awards is a hot matter in Latin 

America.  Some jurisdictions, such as Mexico and Brazil have ruled out the possibility 

of constitutional actions being used to challenge arbitral proceedings or awards; 

others, like Guatemala, empower judges to modify or overturn arbitral awards to 

redress constitutional rights violations.  In some jurisdictions, like Chile, this 

 
67  Consorcio Trinidad MM S.A., et al. v. SENASA, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court 

of Paraguay], Sala Constitucional, abril 17, 2019, No. 211. 
68 Id. 
69  Code of Civil Procedure, art. 550 (Para.). 
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possibility is merely theoretical, and in others, like Colombia and Peru, constitutional 

challenges are exceptional.70 

Yet, irrespective of the different levels of constitutional control, it remains true 

that any type of interference with arbitral awards and proceedings is contrary to the 

principle established in article 34(1) of the Model Law, which states that “[r]ecourse 

to a court against an arbitral award may be made only by an application for setting 

aside.”71  Moreover, as explained by the European Court of Justice, “it is in the interest 

of efficient arbitration proceedings that review of arbitration awards should be 

limited in scope and that annulment of or refusal to recognize an award should be 

possible only in exceptional circumstances.”72 

Thus, the decision of the Paraguayan Supreme Court in Consorcio Trinidad v. 

SENASA is certainly welcomed and in line with the general principle that arbitral 

awards may be challenged only on exceptional and limited grounds.  Any judicial 

interference beyond those established in the Arbitration Act will only undermine the 

effectiveness of arbitration and the stance of Paraguay as a pro-arbitration 

jurisdiction. 

In any case, a direct constitutional challenge against an arbitral award may be 

translated into a transgression of the due process guarantee enshrined in several 

constitutional provisions because it is settled in Paraguayan constitutional case law 

that the constitutional action is not an additional instance for reviewing the merits of 

a case or the reasoning given by the judges.73   

As such, the grounds for setting aside an arbitral award established in the 

Arbitration Act, in general terms, are applicable to all cases in which the due process 

 
70  Eduardo Silva Romero and Javier Echeverri Díaz, Constitutions Meet Arbitration in Latin America, in 

JOSÉ ASTIGARRAGA (ED.), THE GUIDE TO ARBITRATION IN LATIN AMERICA 58 – 60 (2022). 
71  Model Law, art. 34(1). 
72  Case C-126/97, Eco Swiss China Time Ltd v. Benetton Int’l NV, 1999 E.C.R. I-3055. 
73  C.A.V.C.A. v. ABC Color y otros, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of Paraguay], 

Sala Constitucional, octubre 14, 2019, No. 89; A.A.D. v. M.B., Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay 
[Supreme Court of Paraguay], Sala Constitucional, No. 747; R.C.F. v. M.C.C., Corte Suprema de Justicia 
del Paraguay [Supreme Court of Paraguay], Sala Constitucional, marzo 26, 2021, No. 133; Asunción Golf 
Club v. Municipalidad de Asunción, Corte Suprema de Justicia del Paraguay [Supreme Court of 
Paraguay], Sala Constitucional, diciembre 29, 2020, No. 485. 
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could be jeopardize during the proceedings, 74  which is why it is unnecessary to 

establish a further constitutional challenge for the review of the same issues. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

Paraguayan arbitration law has certainly come a long way since the enactment of 

the Arbitration Act, and not without bumps and falls, as seen in some of the cases 

described in this article and others that did not make the cut.75   

But the case law cited here also foretells a positive future.  The decisions regarding 

the limited grounds for setting aside applications, the constitutional control of 

arbitral awards, the special nature of the Arbitration Act and its prevalence over the 

Code of Civil Procedure, and the recognition of the arbitrators’ broad powers to 

govern arbitral proceedings, coupled with the favorable legal framework in place 

thanks to the adoption of the Model Law and the ratification of the New York 

Convention, are worthy of a pro-arbitration jurisdiction. 

Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the field of international arbitration in 

Paraguay is becoming more and more popular among young practitioners and law 

students, who regularly take part in most of the leading international arbitration 

moots around the world, including the Willem C. Vis International Commercial 

Arbitration Moot held annually in Vienna, Austria. This early preparation in the field 

assures a bright future for international arbitration in Paraguay. 
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74  Pablo Debuchy, Dinámicas Entre el Control de Constitucionalidad y la Jurisdicción Arbitral en el 

Ordenamiento Jurídico Paraguayo:  Dos Escenarios, 2 REVISTA ARGENTINA DE ARBITRAJE (2018). 
75   For example, VyV S.A. v. Instituto de Previsión Social (IPS), Tribunal de Apelación en lo Civil y 

Comercial [Civil and Commercial Court of Appeal of Asunción], Quinta Sala, junio 30, 2015, No. 361 
(Para.) (where the, invalidated an arbitration clause on the basis that the underlying contract had 
ended, showing a lack of understanding of basic principles of arbitration law.). 
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Paraguay’s arbitrators’ list, an Assistant Editor to ITA in Review, and a delegate from 
Paraguay before the ICC Commission on Arbitration and ADR. 
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Founded in 1986 as a division of The Center for American and International Law, 

the Institute was created to promote global adherence to the world's principal 

arbitration treaties and to educate business executives, government officials and 

lawyers about arbitration as a means of resolving transnational business disputes.   

B. WHY BECOME A MEMBER? 

Membership dues are more than compensated both financially and professionally 

by the benefits of membership.  Depending on the level of membership, ITA members 

may designate multiple representatives on the Institute’s Advisory Board, each of 

whom is invited to attend, without charge, either the annual ITA Workshop in Dallas 

or the annual Americas Workshop held in a different Latin American city each year.  

Both events begin with the Workshop and are followed by a Dinner Meeting later that 

evening and the ITA Forum the following morning - an informal, invitation-only 

roundtable discussion on current issues in the field.  Advisory Board Members also 
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the Institute’s practice committees and a variety of other free professional and social 
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free subscription to ITA’s quarterly law journal, World Arbitration and Mediation 

Review, a free subscription to ITA’s quarterly newsletter, News and Notes, and 

substantial discounts on all ITA educational online, DVD and print publications.  Your 

membership and participation support the activities of one of the world’s leading 

forums on international arbitration today. 

C. THE ADVISORY BOARD 

The work of the Institute is done primarily through its Advisory Board, and its 

committees.  The current practice committees of the ITA are the Americas Initiative 

Committee (comprised of Advisory Board members practicing or interested in Latin 

America) and the Young Arbitrators Initiative Committee (comprised of Advisory 

Board members under 40 years old).  The ITA Advisory Board and its committees meet 

for business and social activities each June in connection with the annual ITA 

Workshop.  Other committee activities occur in connection with the annual ITA 

Americas Workshop and throughout the year. 

D. PROGRAMS 

The primary public program of the Institute is its annual ITA Workshop, presented 

each year in June in Dallas in connection with the annual membership meetings.  

Other annual programs include the ITA Americas Workshop held at different venues 

in Latin America, the ITA-ASIL Spring Conference, held in Washington, D.C., and the 

ITA-IEL-ICC Joint Conference on International Energy Arbitration.  ITA conferences 

customarily include a Roundtable for young practitioners and an ITA Forum for 

candid discussion among peers of current issues and concerns in the field.  For a 

complete calendar of ITA programs, please visit our website at www.cailaw.org/ita.   

E. PUBLICATIONS 

The Institute for Transnational Arbitration publishes its acclaimed Scoreboard of 

Adherence to Transnational Arbitration Treaties, a comprehensive, regularly-

updated report on the status of every country’s adherence to the primary 

international arbitration treaties, in ITA’s quarterly newsletter, News and Notes.  All 

ITA members also receive a free subscription to ITA’s World Arbitration and 

Mediation Review, a law journal edited by ITA’s Board of Editors and published in four 
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issues per year.  ITA’s educational videos and books are produced through its 

Academic Council to aid professors, students and practitioners of international 

arbitration.  Since 2002, ITA has co-sponsored KluwerArbitration.com, the most 

comprehensive, up-to-date portal for international arbitration resources on the 

Internet.  The ITA Arbitration Report, a free email subscription service available at 

KluwerArbitration.com and prepared by the ITA Board of Reporters, delivers timely 

reports on awards, cases, legislation and other current developments from over 60 

countries, organized by country, together with reports on new treaty ratifications, 

new publications and upcoming events around the globe.  ITAFOR (the ITA Latin 

American Arbitration Forum) A listserv launched in 2014 has quickly become the 

leading online forum on arbitration in Latin America. 

Please join us.  For more information, visit ITA online at www.cailaw.org/ita. 
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